Spreading his wings: Air Force flight surgeon wants to promote healthy strategies for patients

Flight surgeon Russell Tontz plans to use what he learns at HSPH about health care policy and management to implement smarter, more efficient health care systems for the Air Force.

At three-day disaster simulation, students experience challenges, unpredictability of humanitarian relief work

Students spent a recent weekend learning how to rapidly respond to a refugee crisis in the face of a host of stressful distractions from confrontational child soldiers to rogue journalists.

VIDEO: Why Public Health? Mary Mwanyika Sando

Mary Mwanyika Sando, MD, MPH '13, works in maternal and child health in Tanzania and hopes that one day, being pregnant in a developing country is not a risk but a “celebration of good health outcomes for both the woman and her child.”

Centennial Moments: What do you love about HSPH?

In honor of HSPH’s centennial year, we are asking people from across the School’s community to share what they love about HSPH.

Submit your response
Read Centennial Moments >
**get involved with policy**
Moyes Szklo, professor of epidemiology and medicine at Johns Hopkins University, recently gave the Cutter Lecture on Preventive Medicine at HSPH.

**Quan Lu receives Tashjian award for excellence in endocrine research**
The Tashjian award was awarded to Quan Lu, Mark and Catherine Winkler Assistant Professor of Lung Biology, on May 1 at HSPH.

**High schoolers get an introduction to public health**

**Conference examines essentials of education, with online in the wings**
At the recent conference, HSPH Dean Julio Frenk discussed adaptation, saying that when it comes to new technology, "the trick is not to adopt, but to adapt."

**HSPH HR Open Office Hours at Kresge**
A member of the HSPH HR will be available on the first Tuesday of every month from 10:00 AM–2:00 PM in Kresge 504.

**Guide to Mothers’ Rooms in Longwood Medical Area**
Mothers’ Rooms are comfortable spaces available to all Longwood area women to use for breastfeeding or expressing breast milk. Below you will find information on locations, logistics, and support.

**Photojournalism Exhibition: Eyes Wide Open**
The exhibition, held at CGIS North (1737 Cambridge St. in Cambridge), showcases photographic works from HSPH students with a focus on public health problems and potential solutions.